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Abstract

The results of this study have demonstrated the possibility of

improving the efficiency of restoring hemodynamics and an
adaptive status in patients with high-grade brain tumors by

using transcranial magnetic therapy (TMT). The convenience
and expediency of using the diagnostic criteria of the cardiac

analyzer software CARDIOCODE consisted in obtaining com-

plex digital data sets related to the main phase changes in the
cardiac performance, energy supply and metabolism, associ-

ated with the corrective effect produced by TMT in the early
postsurgery period. At the same time, it is noted that acting in

concert by the cardiac performance can be provided against

the background of the formation of a stable type of an integral
reaction of calm activation.
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ical and biochemical processes within a cardiac cycle
[1]. The design and development of the cardiometric
technology with its rapid quantitative assessment of
multiple hemodynamic parameters and the level of
functional coupling between the main cardiac cycle
phases have determined the high topicality of this new
approach for translational medicine in connection
with the demand of the latter to monitor and prevent
cardiovascular pathology under the cancer disease and
aggressive methods of antitumor treatment used [2-4].
International statistics data show a steady increase
in the number of diseases with malignant tumors of
the central nervous system (CNS) [5,6]. A similar situation is observed in Russia, where the level of CNS
oncopathology increased by 32.89% and reached
6.08 cases per 100,000 population. Among primary
CNS tumors, glial neoplasms are reported in 35% of
the cases [7]. Of particular concern are high-grade
brain gliomas (HGG), among which glioblastomas account for up to 80% and which are characterized by
the highest degree of malignancy, Grade IV as well
as by the highest mortality rate [8,9]. HGGs are characterized by their aggressive growth, which is caused
by increased proliferation of tumor cells, impaired
regulation of apoptosis, and active angiogenesis [1012]. Disorders in microcirculation are considered as
a pathognomonic sign of changes in hemodynamics,
especially against the background of radiation therapy
[13]. A critical functional load on the heart during the
tumor growth and at the stage of surgical treatment of
HGG can initiate a pathological response in the complex system of the self-regulation of the cardiac phase
cycles, since cardiomyocytes are limited by their proliferative and regenerative potential with a tendency to
persistent cardiotoxicity [4].
Early pericardial damage can occur in the form of
acute pericarditis, electrical instability of the myocardium, in the pathogenesis of which microcirculation
disorders, including increased vascular permeability
and vascular stasis, play a dominant role [4,13]. At
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later stages, radiation cardiotoxicity manifests itself in
the progression of atherosclerosis, fibrotic alterations,
formation of valve defects, rhythm and conduction
disorders, which are detected using various instrumental methods (daily heart rhythm monitoring, 35lead electrocardiotopography, echocardiography).
The question arises whether it is needed to monitor the complex of quantitative cardiometric data in
the early postsurgery period before radiation therapy
with the help of appropriate software and devices, like
the CARDIOCODE cardiac analyzer. This makes it
possible to identify some markers of the CVS damage,
which will help to timely suppress and prevent some
critical points of rise in cardiotoxicity, intensify the
required preparation before radiation therapy and improve the quality of life of patients with HGG. Among
the means for the correction of systemic disorders, the
use of transcranial magnetic therapy (TMT) is of particular interest, which has already proven itself favorably in the treatment of some post-stroke functional
disorders, significantly affecting the quality of life of
patients [14, 15], as well as in the rehabilitation of the
early postsurgery period in patients after the removal of intramedullary tumors [16]. Besides, sufficient
experience has been accumulated in the use of magnetotherapy in experimental and clinical oncology
[17-21]. The aim of the study is to identify signs of
cardiotoxicity based on a comprehensive cardiometric
analysis of the cardiac performance in patients with
glioblastomas of the brain at an early stage after surgical treatment with the use of accompanying transcranial magnetic therapy.

Materials and methods

The clinical part of our research work is based
on the analysis of the primary records of 50 patients
with HGG affecting functionally significant areas of
the brain, who underwent surgical treatment at the
Department of Neuro-Oncology at the Federal State
Budgetary Institution "The National Medical Research
Center of Oncology”, Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation. All examination records have been
prepared in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration
(1964, 2013 edition). By the method of simple randomization, the patients were divided into the control
and main groups, 25 human individuals in each. All
patients underwent surgical treatment in the scope of
bone-plastic craniotomy, cytoreductive surgery with
the intraoperative use of Medtronic StealthStation S7
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navigation, accompanied by fluorescence microscopy
and neurophysiological monitoring.
1 day before the surgery, as well as on day 7 and
day 15 after the cytoreductive removal of the neoplasm, all patients were examined according to an
electrocardiogram (ECG), which was recorded with
the use of a single-lead placed on the aortic area
surface, for 30 seconds in a lying position, employing the CARDIOCODE cardiac analyzer (Taganrog,
Russia). Heart hemodynamic parameters, energetic
state of myocardium (concentrations of oxygen, lactate and phosphocreatine) have been calculated using
the original Cardiocode software. The complete set
of the heart hemodynamic parameters has been assessed according to the data on blood phase volumes
computed noninvasively by substituting cardiac cycle
phase durations into the G. Poyedintsev - O. Voronova equation of hemodynamics, as follows: SV – stroke
volume of blood, (ml); PV1 – volume of blood entering the ventricle of the heart during early diastole, (ml); PV2 – volume of blood entering the heart
ventricle during atrial systole, (ml); PV3 – volume of
blood ejected by the ventricle in rapid ejection phase,
(ml); PV4 – volume of blood ejected by the ventricle in slow ejection phase, (ml); PV5 – volume of
blood pumped by the ascending aorta in systole, (ml)
[1,22]. The metabolism changes have been assessed
by the concentrations of oxygen, lactate and phosphocreatine in the myocardium, calculated indirectly
with the use of the Cardiocode software. A parameter value within the range of 0.7…0.85, 0.6…0.65,
0.5…0.55 has been considered as the normal value
for the aerobic process; a parameter within the range
3.0…7.0 has been taken as the norm for the anaerobic-glycolytic process, and a value 2.0…4.0 has been
accepted as the norm for the anaerobic-alactatic process, respectively [11].
After surgery, all patients received analgesic, antimicrobial, and anticoagulant therapy according to the
applicable standards of treatment of neuro-oncological patients. The patients of the main group in the early postsurgery period were additionally subjected to
transcranial magnetic therapy (TMT) applied to the
brain. TMT covered 10 sessions and was performed
daily as scheduled below: from postsurgery day 2 till
day 6 day (5 sessions), and then every other day, three
times a week, until the patients were discharged from
the hospital. Each session of the electromagnetotherapy implied two exposures: the first exposure was pro-

Table 1
Hemodynamic parameters before surgery and in the early postsurgery period in patients of the control group
SV (ml)
Stroke
volume

MV (l)
Minute
volume

Before surgery
43.67±4.5
3.1±0.4
Postsurgery Day 7
44.9±3.8
3.3±0.3
Postsurgery Day 14
41.4±4.2
3.1±0.4

PV1 (ml) Blood
volume, entering the
left ventricle in the
early diastole phase

PV2 (ml) Blood
PV3 (ml) Blood
PV4 (ml) Blood
volume, entering the volume ejected by left volume ejected by left
left ventricle in the
ventricle in the phase ventricle in the phase
atrial systole phase
of rapid ejection
of slow ejection

27.7±1.9

16.3±2.7

25.9 ±2.7

13.1 ±1.8

27.6±2.6

17.3±1.7

26.6±2.3

18.3±1.6*

22.9±2.1*

18.7± 3.4

24.6±2.5

18.9±1.7*

Notes: *significant differences compared to the parameter before surgical treatment (p<0.05)

Table 2
Hemodynamic ECG parameters before surgical treatment and in the early postsurgery period in patients of the main group
SV (ml)
Stroke
volume

MV (l)
Minute
volume

Before surgery
39.0±3.5
2.8±0.3
Postsurgery Day 7
39.9±2.7
3.2±0.3
Postsurgery Day 14
39.8±3.5
2.7±0.2

PV1 (ml) Blood
volume, entering the
left ventricle in the
early diastole phase

PV2 (ml) Blood
PV3 (ml) Blood
PV4 (ml) Blood
volume, entering the volume ejected by left volume ejected by left
left ventricle in the
ventricle in the phase ventricle in the phase
atrial systole phase
of rapid ejection
of slow ejection

27.5±2.4

15.8±2.3

22.1±2.1

13.2 ±1.4

22.5±2.2

17.5±2.1

23.7±1.6

16.2±1.1

21.4±2.6

14.4±1.7

21.3±2.1

14.6±1.4

Notes: *no reliable differences compared to the parameter before surgical treatment are available

vided in the morning using magnetotherapy device
Gradient-4M to induce an ultra-low frequency magnetic field (ULF MF) focused on the hypothalamus region in an exponential intensity mode (B) from 3mT to
1mT in the frequency & exposure algorithm as follows:
0.3 Hz (t=5min) – 3 Hz (t=1min) – 9 Hz (t=1min); the
second exposure was provided by a pulsed magnetic
field (PMF) 3 hours after the first exposure with Neuro-MSD device (Neurosoft Co.) focused on the perifocal zone of the bed of the removed tumor. PMF with
an intensity of 15mT was used with the frequency and
time algorithm F=0.3 Hz (t=5 min), F=3 Hz (t=1min),
F=9 Hz (t=1min), and t total=7 min. Identification of
the general non-specific adaptation reactions (GNAR)
type in the patients of both groups, determining the
content of lymphocytes, eosinophils and monocytes
according to the Schilling blood count, was carried out
before surgery, on day 1, 7, 15 and 30 after the cytoreductive surgery. After that, the ratio of antistress and
stress types of reactions (K=AC/S) was calculated as
an integral synthetic indicator of the effectiveness of
therapy, including the use of TMT [23].

Results

Our analysis of hemodynamic parameters before
surgical treatment and in the early postsurgery period in the patients of the control and main groups

show that in the preoperative period they are found
within the normal range (see Tables 1 and 2 herein).
The amount of oxygen in the patients of the main
group is 0.6 arbitrary units (arb.u.), and that in the
control group is 0.55 arb.u. within the lower norm,
with the norm not lower than 0.5 arb.u. (see Figure
2 herein). The amount of lactate in the patients of
the main group is 6.4 arb.u. within the normal range,
while in the patients of the control group noted is an
accumulation of lactate reaching 9.64 arb.u. against
the normal value of 3.0...7.0 arb.u. (please, refer to
Figure 3 herein). The amount of phosphocreatine
indicating the ATP storage, intended for immediate energy consumption, in the patients of the main
group is 4.7 arb.u., while in the patients of the control group noted is an accumulation of lactate of 3.4
arb.u. as compared to the norm of 3.4...7.0 arb.u. (see
Figure 4 herein). In the early postsurgery period, on
day 7, in the patients of the main group, hemodynamic index PV1 became 18% lower than the normal one, and PV4 exceeded the norm by 22%. On
postsurgery day 15, the PV1 index was recorded to
be 22% lower than the respective normal parameter,
and the PV4 index was found to be 10% higher than
its normal value. These changes in the values do not
exceed 30% of the norm that allows us to state that
there are no pathological hemodynamic changes in
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Figure 1. Amount of oxygen in myocardium

Figure 2. Accumulation of lactate in myocardium

the volume of blood entering the left ventricle in the
phase of the early diastole and in the volume ejected
by the left ventricle in the phase of slow ejection. The
PV1 parameter on day 7 and day 15 and the PV4
parameter on day 7 significantly differ from their
values before the surgical operation (p=0.04). The
metabolic parameters of oxygen (0.7 arb.u. on day
7; 0.6 arb.u. on day 15), lactate (4.3 arb.u. on day 7;
4.4 arb.u. on day 15), phosphocreatine (4.9 arb.u. on
day 7; 4.2 arb.u. on day 15) in the early postsurgery
period are within their normal range (see Figure 1,
2 and 3 herein).
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Figure 3. Amount of phosphocreatine in myocardium

In the patients of the control group on postsurgery
day 7, the PV4 parameter is 37% higher than its normal
value; on day 15, the PV1 parameter is 17% less than
its normal level, and the PV4 parameter is already 42%
higher than its normal value. These data may indicate
an increase in the load on the left ventricle, its hypertrophy, possibly due to aortic insufficiency. The values
of PV1 on day 15 and PV4 on day 7 significantly differ
from their respective values recorded before the operation (p=0.04). Changes in the energy parameters of
the myocardium are also markers of pathological processes. On day 7, the oxygen value of 0.5 arb.u. and the
phosphocreatine concentration of 3.3 arb.u. are still
found at the lower limit of the norm, but there is an accumulation of lactate reaching 17.1 arb.u. On day 15,
the amount of oxygen decreases to 0.4 arb.u., which is
below the permissible value, with the accumulation of
lactate reaching 15.1 arb.u. and with phosphocreatine
achieving 4.8 arb.u. (see Figure 2,3,4 herein). In other words, there is suppression of the anaerobic energy
processes in the myocardium with the activation of the
anaerobic-glycolytic and anaerobic-alactate processes.
The high level of lactate bears witness to the fact that
the muscles are overloaded, there is a lack of oxygen
due to disorders in the blood supply by the coronary
vessels, but at the same time, there is a retardation of
a reduction in the phosphocreatine amount that may
indicate that there is a reserve of energy for their performance. Thus, the oxygen deficiency in the myocardium is compensated by an increase in the lactate and
creatine phosphate concentration.

Our comparative analysis of the results of statistical
data processing with the Mann-Whitney U-test-criterion shows that in the early postsurgery period, upon
the TMT application, significant differences in energy indicators in the patients of the main group versus the control group patients are manifested.Thus, it
has been found that in the patients of the main group,
in their early postsurgery period, TMT has induced
an increase in the oxygen levels on postsurgery day 7
and day 15 (p=0.04), a reduction in the lactate values
on day 7 and day 15 (p=0.03) and a rise in the phosphocreatine amount on day 7 after surgery (p=0.05).
These data are evidence for the corrective effect produced by TMT on the initial cardiometric markers of
stress and the TMT favorable effect as against the decreased metabolism data found in the control group.
Since the systemic cardiotropic effect made by TMT
is realized within the framework of the regulation of
integral nonspecific adaptation reactions by the body,
the actual GNAR types have been identified.
Our analysis of the adaptation reaction patterns in
patients of both groups before surgery showed a similar picture of the identified types of GNAR: they were
the reactions of training, calm and elevated activation,
acute and chronic stress. The same wide range of the
initial normal pattern types of the antistress reactions
immediately after surgical treatment available in both
groups sharply narrowed to the single-type pathological response, namely, the development of acute
stress in 70-80% of the cases. Starting from the first
day after the surgery, the incidence rate of the stress
reactions decreased, and the stable normal pattern
types of the antistress reactions developed, ranging
from the reaction of training to elevated activation
that was observed in especially rapid manner in the
control group. However one month later, the patients
of the control group demonstrated a decrease in their
antistressor potential. On the contrary, in the main
group, under the TMT influence, a stable increase in
the antistress potential had a smooth linear profile and
1 month later reached the level, which was 90% higher
than the control one. In that case, the reaction of calm
activation as the most balanced physiological response
dominated, while the incidence rate of stress demonstrated an increase in the control group.
The dynamics of the ratio of the antistress reactions to stress, reflected by an integral coefficient
(K=AC/C), changed in both groups. It is important
to note that in the main group, 1 month after surgical

Figure 4. Change in the value of the ratio of antistress reactions
to stress (arb.u.) in patients of both groups in postsurgery period

treatment, the highest K was observed, reaching 5.9
arb.u., which was 3 times higher than the integral indicator of the adaptation reaction in the patients in the
control group (see Figure 4 herein).

Conclusions

The completed cardiometric examination in the
early postsurgery period in the control group of the
patients with HGG allowed us differentiating complex hemodynamic disorders in the cardiac performance within the possible shortest time. Starting
from postsurgery day 2, manifested was a statistically
significant increase in the load on the left ventricle
and the associated imbalance of metabolic processes
of the myocardial energy overload in the form of a
decrease in the level of oxygen and phosphocreatine
against the background of an increase in lactate, i.e.,
we observed suppression of the aerobic processes
with the activation of anaerobic-glycolytic and anaerobic-alactate processes in the myocardium. This
indicated the prognostic significance of the disorders in hemodynamics and the metabolic processes
detected by the Cardiocode technology that was recorded within the framework of unstable antistress
GNARs, which might contribute to the manifestation
of more aggressive forms of cardiotoxicity at the stage
of radiation therapy.
The use of TMT in the early postsurgery period in
the patients of the main group prevented the development of pathological changes in their hemodynamics
and the energy parameters of the myocardium. The
best state of hemodynamics and the energy indicators of the heart in the patients of the main group was
Issue 18. May 2021 | Cardiometry | 153

also evidenced by the results of our statistical analysis,
which recorded the absence of the myocardium overtension and overloading. Starting from day 2 of the
postsurgery period, the completed TMT course produced primarily a systemic synchronizing effect on the
body. The programmed frequency and low-intensity
algorithm mode of TMT provided acting in concert
by the central regulation of the cardiac performance
and the metabolic processes, which contributed to
removal of the functional myocardial tension. The
cumulative nature of TMT was clearly manifested in
the increasing dynamics of a stable cardiotropic effect
within the framework of integral antistress reactions
as a necessary condition for improving the quality of
life of the HGG patients.

Final conclusions

1. The cardiometric analysis of the state of the cardiovascular system performance (Cardiocode) in patients with high-grade glial brain tumors in the early
postsurgery period is an express examination method
allowing us (here and now) to identify a complete set
of objective biophysical, metabolic and adaptive markers of the functional tension, which are of important
prognostic value for assessing hemodynamics during
subsequent chemoradiotherapy.
2. The application of the Cardiocode analytical
software confirms the feasibility of using transcranial magnetic therapy in patients with high-grade glial
brain tumors in the early postsurgery period by relieving the emerging signs of tension and myocardial dysfunction by producing a prolonged anti-stress effect
that improves quality of life in patients of this sort.
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